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Summary 

In the frame of severe accidents studies, the behavior of corium pools is simulated by the TOLBIAC 
code. After a short description of the model and peculiarities of the code, its capacities are 
illustrated with results of the simulation of the behavior of a corium pool in a core catcher made of 
concrete. The BALI experiments and first results are then presented, and finally BALI tests 
simulation with TOLBIAC. 

1. Frame 

In the frame of severe accidents studies, the behavior of corium pools has to be predicted. 
Numerous physical processes are involved in these studies, and a predictive tool is of great interest 
in order to investigate several situations, geometries or events. 

The TOLBIAC code is devoted to the simulation of the thermalhydraulic behavior of a corium pool in 
in-vessel or ex-vessel situations, with natural convection. 

The objective of the BALI experiments is to obtain data in situations encountered in this frame, in 
order to investigate the physical phenomena and to assess the TOLBIAC code. 
This work is performed within the frame of a CEA, EOF and FRAMA TOME agreement. The BALI 
experiments are also included in the frame of 4th P.C.R.O in the M.V.1. project. _ 

2. Description of the TOlBIAC code 

The three fields model 
The metal liquid phase is a mixture of iron, zirconium, nickel and chromium, in proportions defined 
by· the code user; it is characterized by its own volumetric fraction, temperature and velocity fields. 

The oxide liquid phase is characterized by its own temperature and velocity fields. It is divided into 
light and heavy oxides, each one with its own volumetric fraction. The heavy oxides are a mixture of 
uranium dioxide and zirconia. The light oxides, issued from the wall ablation, are a mixture of 
alumina, silica and lime, or other materials, depending of the nature of the wall. 

Finally the gas phase, characterized by its volumetric fraction and velocity fields, is a mixture of 
carbon dioxide and water, issued from the concrete wall ablation. 

To sum up, four mass balance equations are used (metal, oxide, light oxide and gas), together with 
two energy balance equations (metal and oxide; the gas temperature is taken equal to the 
surrounding liquid temperature), and three momentum balance equations (metal, oxide and gas). 

A diffusion term is included in the energy and momentum equations, taken into account viscosity 
and conductivity effects, but no peculiar turbulence model. 

Wall, pool surface, ablation and crusts 
Apart from the hydraulic equations, the wall temperatures are calculated either using 10 conduction 
equations, or by solving the conduction equations with a 20 meshing for the entire wall. The 
conduction equations take into account the melting heat and give directly the ablation velocity. A 
moving fine meshing of the wall is needed in order to obtain the relevant wall temperature profiles 
and ablation velocity. 
At the pool surface either radiative heat transfer or heat transfer with water are simulated. 
The crust formation is calculated at the walland at the free surface. Crusts appear if the wall 
temperature or surface temperature is lower than the solidification temperature, taken as the 
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liquidus temperature. The crust thickness is calculated by means of a heat balance in the crust, with 

an hypothesis of a stationary temperature profile in the crust. 

Numerical features 

The equations are discretized with a finite difference scheme on a staggered spatial meshing, and 

with the donor-cell method. The numerical integration uses a semi-implicit method. The non-linear 

system of equations is solved through a Newton-Raphson iteration procedure. 

Physical properties and constitutive laws 

The physical properties of the corium components are not well known. The main parameters are the 

thermal conductivity of the liquid metals, the viscosity of the oxides and the liquidus temperature of 

the oxides. The properties of the oxides and metals are classically deduced from the values of each 

material with a mass or volume balance. The constitutive laws are correlations from the literature, or 

simple models with consistent trends. 

3. Simulation of the corium behavior in a core catcher 

In order to illustrate the code capacities, some results are presented here (fig. 1), concerning the 

behavior of the corium in an external core catcher with concrete walls. 

At the beginning the corium pool is stratified, with a layer of metals at the top, and heavy oxides in 

the bottom. The concrete ablation generates light oxides, which mix with the heavy oxides, and gas. 

The gas generation destroys the stratification. Moreover, when enough light oxides are mixed to the 

heavy oxides, the metals become heavier than the oxides. When all the concrete is molten (no more 

gas generation) the final state is obtained with inverse stratification (oxides at the top, metals in the 

bottom). Fig 1 presents the volumetric fraction of metal in the core catcher at different times. 
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Fig. 1 : Field of the volumetric fraction of metals at different times, in a core catcher with concrete walls 

These results illustrate the capacity of the TOLBIAC code to deal with 3 phases situations. They are 

at present time not validated: some models are missing (oxidation reactions) or very simplified and 
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not assessed (wall heat transfer in presence of gas generation, interfacial shear stress between gas 
and the liquids in the pool). 

The BALI tests are used to assess the code capacity to simulate natural convection situations in a 
pressure vessel, with a single component. 

4. Description of the BALI experiments 

The BALI program has been designed 
to study the thermal-hydraulics of 
corium pool for in-vessel or ex-vessel 
situation. The corium melt is 
represented by salted water and the 
lower head or the core catcher by a 
slice at scale 1: 1 of constant thickness 
(15 cm). These dimensions provide 
values of internal Rayleigh number Raj 
of 1016 to 1017

, for lower head 
geometry, matching those in the 
prototypic situation for French P.W.R. 

The pool is cooled from the bottom and 
the top and heated electrically by Joule 
effect with current supplies located on 
the sides. The coolant is an organic 
liquid which may be used with a 
temperature ranging from O°C to -80°C, 
thus an ice crust forms at the pool 
boundaries to provide a constant 
temperature boundary condition (fig. 2). 
For M.C.C.1. ex-vessel situation, gas 
can be injected through porous wall. 

The measurements consist of heat flux 
distributions over the pool boundaries 
and axial temperature distributions in 
the pool. Velocity fields may also be 
measured by P.I.V. process. The test 
matrix includes variations of the water 
height, power density, water viscosity, 
pool porosity, cooling conditions and 
superficial gas velocity. 

First experimental results 
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Fig. 2 : BAU test section 

The objective of the first test campaign was to analyze the effect of internal Rayleigh number on 
heat transfer in the range 1015 to 1017 to extend the validity range of previous experimental 
correlations. Twelve BALI tests have been run with 1,5 and 2,0 meter height geometry, for different 
power densities and for two of them without top cooling. 
In order to compare our results with CO PO or ACOPO experiments we use the following definitions. 
For Nusselt and Rayleigh calculations, the physical properties are taken at film temperature: 
(T bulk+ T wall)/2. The Nusselt numbers are calculated from thermal balances and maximum 
temperature difference between bulk and wall. Moreover, the bulk temperature is defined as the 
average temperature in the upper unstable layer which is at maximum temperature. The length 
scale is based on the height of the pool H. 

Nu= PH _ hH 
SJ..ATmax 
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For upward average heat transfer (fig 3), the BALI Nusselt numbers are smaller than the values 

extrapolated from the COPO I results [1]. Nevertheless, a better agreement is observed with COPO 

II results [3] in which wall temperature is also imposed by ice crust formation. However, the 2l> BALI 

results are 30% higher than the 3D ACOPO results [21. 

Upward heat transfer ACOPO - BALI - COP~ I & II Comparison 
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Fig. 3: Average upward heat transfer. 

From BALI and COPO II results, a correlation for upward heat transfer has been derived in the 

prototypic range for 3D reactor applications: 

Nu up = 0.736Ra~.216 fJQH 5 

with Ra. = -'.g,,--,---
1 Ava 

For downward heat transfer, no comparison has been performed with COPO results in which a 

distinction is made between sideward and downward heat transfer due to the specific elliptic 

geometry. 

The 20 BALI downward average Nusselt numbers are still 20 to 30% over the 3D ACOPO results 

(fig. 4). The following correlation is derived from experimental results. 

_. (H)-O·35 
NU dn = 0.123 Ii Ra?·25 (2D) 

Examples of temperature profile on the axis of the pool, and heat flux profile on the curvilinear wall 

are presented in fig 7-8 and compared with Tolbiac results. For upward heat transfer, as local heat 

flux distribution is uniform, local and average heat transfer coefficient values are the same. For 

downward heat transfer, a good agreement is obtained when we compare local measured heat 

exchange coefficients with those calculated from local temperature difference and correlation in 

turbulent regime derived from Chawla and Chan [5]. 

X. h x g P!:J.T x
3 

Nux = 0.19Ra/ WIth Nux = _x_ and Rax = x x 

A va 

The ratio between maximum local heat flux and downward average is around 1.8. 

Conceming the flow pattern, we have observed three different regions: upper unstable region, lower 

stratified region including a boundary layer flowing downward along the curvilinear wall. Due to the 
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effect of top cooling, the upper layer is very unstable: periodically, a denser cold fluid is released 
from a tiny sub layer. In this well mixed region, (velocities around 1 cm/s but zero in average values) 
the temperature is uniform and reaches its maximum value. In the stratified region, the flow is very 
stable with an upward velocity smaller than 1 mm/s. 

Downward heat transfer ACOPO· BALI comparison 
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Fig. 4: Average downward heat transfer. 

The difference between BALI-COPO and ACOPO experiments need more detailed analysis. 
Concerning this point, it is not possible to give, at present, a complete explanation, and we can just 
propose a -few hypotheses. 
First of all, it is important to notice that if the Nusselt numbers are different in absolute values their 
ratios Nuup/Nudn are quite similar. This is very important for reactor applications, because it means 
that the ratio between the power extracted upward and the residual power is the same in both case : 
around 43% for H/R=1. Just the maximum temperature of the pool would be different, which is not 
so important for in vessel situation. 

To explain the differences, we first assume that there might be a translation in Nusselt and Rayleigh 
numbers. This may find its origin in experimental uncertainties on heat balances, in reference 
temperature used to calculate physical properties (but it seems that same definitions have been 
taken) or in the location where the pool temperature is measured. 

Secondly, we may also assume that, due to the concept of ACOPO experiment, the transient cool
down can introduce a deviation between steady-state and transient temperature distribution in the 
pool and in the wall. This effect will be investigated further. 

Third, the geometry effect (20 in BALI, 3D in ACOPO) has been investigated. For this investigation 
we assume that upward and downward local heat transfer coefficient remains the same in 20 or 3D 
geometry. The wave lengths of observed thermal instabilities are more than 10 times smaller than 
the smallest dimension of the test section and the large scale motion observed in hard turbulence 
regime, which is certainly different in 20 and 3D, has not a great influence on the heat transfer. 
Calculations have been made for 20 and 3D geometry with the same local heat transfer 
coefficients. If no differences are observed for upward heat transfer where the heat flux is uniform, 
for downward heat transfer the correlation obtained for heat transfer in average values is just a little 
bit greater in 3~. 
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_ (H)-o.41 
NU dn = 0.135 R Ra~.25 (3D) 

Consequently, the direct effect of geometry cannot explain the reduction observed for ACOPO 

Nusselt numbers. 

Metallic layer and focussing effect 

Specific tests have been carried out by the end of 1997 on 2 meters wide, 15 cm thick rectangular 

BALI test section to study the effect of heat flux concentration in a metallic layer for stratified pool. 

The metallic layer is reproduced by water layer heated from the bottom with heating plate allowing 

uniform and non uniform heating, cooled from side by change of state allowing ice crust formation, 

and cooled from the top by plastic heat exchanger with coolant at O°C. The thermal resistance of 

plastic exchanger can reproduce the equivalent thermal resistance of a realistic heat transfer by 

radiation. The scaling of the experiment respect Grashof numbers and the ratio between global 

upward heat transfer coefficient and sideward heat transfer coefficient. 

Different tests have been made for 5 to 40 cm height with uniform or non uniform bottom heat flux 

(no power injected in the first 40 cm near the cooled wall in case of non uniform heat flux). From the 

first analyses of the results, we observe (fig. 5) in both case concentration factors (ratio between 

average sideward heat flux over average bottom heat flux) higher than 4 in 20 geometry (which 

means higher than 2 in 3D geometry) with one large convection cell. 
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Fig. 5: Concentration factor for 20 Geometry 

For 10 and 5 cm height, a radial temperature gradient appears in the pool (fig. 6) where one large 

convection cell changes periodically to several small convection cells. Note that these convection 

cells have to be understood more as large scale motion in a turbulent unstable flow than as classical 

convection cells in laminar Rayleigh-Benard convection regime, 

The experiments shoW that for shallow layers (5cm, 10cm) a radial temperature gradient appears in 

the fluid layer which reduces the focussing effect. However this reduction is not very important 
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(around 15% reduction in lateral heat flux for a thickness of Scm) and is not sufficient to suppress 
the focussing effect. 

Radial temperature profile 
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Distance from adiabatic surface (m) 

Fig. 6: Example of temperature profiles (H=1 Ocm uniform 2 kW heating) 

5. BALI simulation with TOLBIAC 

In order to validate the heat transfer laws used in the lower head application of TOLBIAC simulation 
code, we compare the BALI results with the heat flux distributions at the pool boundaries and the 
temperature profile along the vertical axis of the pool, calculated by TOLBIAC. 

In BALI, the salt concentration is so small that we consider it does not change the thermalhydraulic 
properties of the water. However, we take into account the position ·of the electrodes (reduced 
volumetric heating close to the boundaries of the pool), and the evolution of the volumetric power 
with the temperature. Ice formation at the boundaries is also reproduced with the crust model of 
TOLBIAC. 
Several heat transfer laws in natural convection are tested: 

• upper boundary: Kulacki and Emara (4), and the law established in order to fit the BALI and the 
COPO " tests. 

• lateral boundary: Chawla and Chan (5), and the local law deduced from the BALI tests. 

• lower boundary: Chawla and Chan (5), Fishenden and Saunders (6), and the law deduced from 
the BALI tests. 

The thermalhydraulic properties used for these laws are calculated at the film temperature. 
We choose seven of the BALI tests, with different test conditions: 

• height of the pool: from 1.46 m to 2.0 m. 

• upper boundary condition: cooled or adiabatic. 

• internal Rayleigh number: from 3.1015 to 7.1016 depending on the power dissipated in the pool. 

For the tests with no heat transfer at the top, a peculiar meshing has to be used in the TOLBIAC 
simulation. Instead of the regular meshing used for the tests with top cooling, a fine mesh along the 
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lateral wall is needed (cell size of 2 mm at the wall instead of 50 mm). The downward flow along the 

lateral wall is concentrated in a small layer. The pool is entirely thermally stratified (fig. 7). 
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Fig. 7 : TOLBIAC simulation of a BALI test without top cooling. 

For the tests with top cooling, the upper instabilities lead to a flow configur~tion quite different. A 

well mixed region appears in the third upper part of the pool, and the lower part of the pool is 

thermally stratified (fig. 8). The simulations with a regular meshing gives a flow configuration similar 

to the observed one. 
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Fig. 8: TOLBIAC simUlation of a BALI test with top cooling. 
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Concerning the heat transfer laws, the best fit for the temperature profile is obtained with the 
BalLup law for the upper boundary, the BalLside law for the lateral one, and the Fishenden and 
Saunders law for the lower one. 

Even if the temperatures are systematically over-predicted in the lower part of the pool, the results 
are not very sensitive to the correlation used for the lower boundary: the main heat transfer occurs 
in the third upper part of the pool. 

Moreover, the Kulacki and Emara law for the upper boundary seems to be not valid for such a range 
of Rayleigh numbers and the agreement is good for the BalLup law. 

For the sideward and downward heat transfers, the Chawla and Chan correlation seems to over
predict the temperature in the pool. The local Bali_side law is in better agreement. 

6. Conclusion 

The TOLBIAC code is devoted to the simulation of the thermalhydraulic behavior of corium pools. 
Three velocity fields and two temperature fields are used. Wall ablation and crust formation are 
taken into account. 

The TOLBJAC code is able to simulate the behavior of a corium pool in a core catcher with concrete 
wall generating gas. However the code models are not yet qualified for such a configuration. 

The TOLBIAC code is able to simulate the BALI tests, with heat transfer correlations using physical 
properties calculated at the film temperature. 

For the tests without top cooling, a fine mesh at the wall is needed in order to simulate a fine 
recirculating layer. 
For the tests with top cooling, the upper well mixed zone is obtained with a regular meshing. 

The BALI tests were performed with water in a geometry representative of a pressure vessel for 
homogeneous pool and for metallic layer. For homogeneous pool, a-good agreement is observed 
with COPO II experiments. Experimental correlations are derived for 2D and 3D application, but the 
results are still greater than the 3D ACOPO results. Nevertheless, for reactor point of view we arrive 
to the same conclusion: the ratio between power extracted from above and residual power is 43% 
for H/R=1. For metallic layer, if the apparition of thermal gradient for shallow layer reduces the 
focussing effect this reduction is not very important and not sufficient to suppress the problem. 
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